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 40 

ABSTRACT 41 

 42 

Study of the neural deficits caused by mismatched binocular vision in early childhood has 43 

predominantly focused on circuits in the primary visual cortex (V1). Recent evidence has 44 

revealed that neurons in mouse dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) can undergo rapid 45 

ocular dominance plasticity following monocular deprivation (MD). It remains unclear, 46 

however, whether the long-lasting deficits attributed to MD during the critical period originate 47 

in the thalamus. Using in vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging of dLGN afferents in superficial layers 48 

of V1 in female and male mice, we demonstrate that 14-day MD during the critical period 49 

leads to a chronic loss of binocular dLGN inputs while sparing response strength and spatial 50 

acuity. Importantly, MD leads to profoundly mismatched visual tuning properties in remaining 51 

binocular dLGN afferents. Furthermore, MD impairs binocular modulation, reducing facilitation 52 

of responses of both binocular and monocular dLGN inputs during binocular viewing. As 53 

predicted by our findings in thalamic inputs, Ca2+ imaging from V1 neurons revealed spared 54 

spatial acuity but impaired binocularity in L4 neurons. V1 L2/3 neurons in contrast displayed 55 

deficits in both binocularity and spatial acuity. Our data demonstrate that critical-period MD 56 

produces long-lasting disruptions in binocular integration beginning in early binocular circuits 57 

in dLGN, while spatial acuity deficits first arise from circuits further downstream in V1. Our 58 

findings indicate that the development of normal binocular vision and spatial acuity depend 59 

upon experience-dependent refinement of distinct stages in the mammalian visual system. 60 

 61 

 62 

 63 

 64 

 65 

 66 

 67 
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 70 

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 71 

 72 

Abnormal binocular vision and reduced acuity are hallmarks of amblyopia, a disorder that 73 

affects 2 – 5% of the population. It is widely thought that the neural deficits underlying 74 

amblyopia begin in the circuits of primary visual cortex. Using in vivo two-photon calcium 75 

imaging of thalamocortical axons in mice, we show that depriving one eye of input during a 76 

critical period in development chronically impairs binocular integration in thalamic inputs to 77 

primary visual cortex. In contrast, visual acuity is spared in thalamic inputs. These findings 78 

shed new light on the role for developmental mechanisms in the thalamus in establishing 79 

binocular vision and may have critical implications for amblyopia. 80 
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 100 

INTRODUCTION 101 

 102 

 The visual system combines information from two eyes to form a coherent, singular 103 

view of the world. Visual pathways from each eye have been widely thought to remain 104 

segregated until the primary visual cortex (V1) where they combine to give rise to binocular 105 

vision. Neurons in the visual thalamus have been thought to be predominantly monocular, 106 

receiving retinal inputs exclusively from one eye (Casagrande and Boyd, 1996). However, 107 

emerging evidence indicates that substantial binocular integration occurs in the dorsolateral 108 

geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (dLGN). Earlier cat and monkey dLGN studies reported 109 

modulation of monocular visual responses by stimulation of the other eye (Marrocco and 110 

McClurkin, 1979; Rodieck and Dreher, 1979; Schroeder et al., 1990). Candidate mechanisms 111 

for binocular modulation in dLGN include intrathalamic, corticogeniculate and collicular 112 

mechanisms (Dougherty et al., 2019b). More recently, studies in mice and marmosets have 113 

revealed both genuine binocular responses and binocularly modulated responses in dLGN 114 

(Zhao et al., 2013; Howarth et al., 2014; Zeater et al., 2015; Jaepel et al., 2017). In mice, 115 

single dLGN neurons have been shown to receive synaptic inputs from retinal ganglion cells 116 

in both eyes, providing an anatomical substrate for direct binocular integration in dLGN 117 

(Rompani et al., 2017). 118 

 Recently, rapid ocular dominance (OD) plasticity has been demonstrated in the mouse 119 

dLGN (Jaepel et al., 2017; Sommeijer et al., 2017), raising the possibility that the thalamus 120 

may be implicated in disorders of binocular vision. Abnormal binocular vision and reduced 121 

acuity are the hallmarks of amblyopia, a visual disorder that arises from unbalanced binocular 122 

input during early childhood (Levi, 2013). Jaepel and colleagues (2017) showed that short-123 

term (6-8 days) monocular deprivation (MD) leads to increased binocularity in thalamocortical 124 

axons in adult mice. However, the effect was transient and required unusual environmental 125 

enrichment. Sommeijer and colleagues (2017) reported that 7-day MD produced OD plasticity 126 

in dLGN in juvenile mice. It remains unclear how these rapid changes in thalamic properties 127 

relate to chronic deficits associated with long-term MD, such as impaired spatial acuity and 128 

deficits in binocular integration. 129 
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 Accumulating evidence suggests that the thalamus may be involved in amblyopic 130 

deficits. It is well established that following long-term MD, several functional properties in V1 131 

become chronically disrupted, including ocular dominance (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963a; Dräger, 132 

1978; Gordon and Stryker, 1996), spatial acuity (Pizzorusso et al., 2006; Heimel et al., 2007; 133 

Bochner et al., 2014) and binocular matching of tuning properties (Movshon and Van Sluyters, 134 

1981; Kaneko and Stryker, 2014; Levine et al., 2017). While early studies using MD models 135 

failed to detect functional changes in dLGN neurons (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963b; Blakemore 136 

and Vital-Durand, 1986; Levitt et al., 2001), thalamocortical projections have been observed 137 

to undergo anatomical changes (Shatz and Stryker, 1978; Antonini and Stryker, 1993; 138 

Antonini et al., 1999; Coleman et al., 2010). Impairments of certain dLGN cell types have also 139 

been noted in some MD models (Sherman et al., 1971; Duffy et al., 2014). Moreover, brain 140 

imaging studies indicate that human amblyopes display anatomical and functional thalamic 141 

deficits (Hess et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2015).  142 

 To address the question of whether dLGN properties are chronically altered after long-143 

term MD, we used in vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging to investigate visual response properties 144 

of dLGN axons in V1. We found that long-term critical-period MD leads to a profound loss of 145 

binocular dLGN afferents while spatial acuity in the thalamocortical pathway is preserved. We 146 

also found that MD leads to significant binocular mismatch in remaining binocular dLGN 147 

inputs and reduced binocular modulation of both binocular and monocular inputs. V1 L2/3 and 148 

L4 neurons also displayed reduced binocularity following MD but only L2/3 neurons exhibited 149 

spatial acuity loss. Taken together, our findings demonstrate that binocular deficits associated 150 

with critical-period visual deprivation originate from dLGN inputs, while visual acuity deficits 151 

arise from downstream cortical circuits. 152 

 153 

 154 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 155 

 156 

Animals 157 

 For all experiments, mice of both sexes were used. All mice were housed in 158 

conventional mouse housing conditions and kept on a 12h:12h light/dark cycle. For 159 
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thalamocortical axon imaging, we used wildtype C57BL/6 mice (Strain No. 027, Charles 160 

River) and VGLUT2-Cre mice (Vglut2-ires-cre; Stock No. 016963, Jax Labs). VGLUT2-Cre 161 

homozygous mice were bred with wildtype mice to produce heterozygous offspring that were 162 

used for imaging. For V1 L2/3 excitatory neuron imaging, a Camk2a-tTa driver line (Stock No. 163 

007004, Jax Labs) was crossed to a line expressing GCaMP6s under the control of the 164 

tetracycline-responsive regulatory element (tetO; Stock No. 024742, Jax Labs) to produce 165 

CaMK2a-tTA;tetO-GCaMP6s mice (Wekselblatt et al., 2016); the founder line was 166 

heterozygous for both transgenes and maintained by breeding with wildtype mice. For V1 L4 167 

excitatory neuron imaging, Scnn1a-Cre mice (Stock No. 009613, Jax Labs) were bred with 168 

GCaMP6f reporter mice (Ai93; Stock No. 024108, Jax Labs) to create Scnn1a-Ai93 mice 169 

heterozygous for both transgenes (Madisen et al., 2010). Mice were weaned at P19 and co-170 

housed with one or more littermate of the same sex until viral injections or cranial window 171 

implantation. For all surgeries, body temperature was maintained at ~37.5°C by a feedback-172 

controlled heating pad and eyes were covered with ophthalmic ointment to prevent drying. All 173 

protocols and procedures followed the guidelines of the Animal Care and Use Committee at 174 

the University of California, Irvine. 175 

 176 

Monocular deprivation 177 

 Mice were monocularly deprived (MD) during the critical period for ocular dominance 178 

plasticity (P19 - 33) by eyelid closure (Davis et al., 2015). Under isoflurane anesthesia (2% for 179 

induction, 1 - 1.5% for maintenance), the non-deprived eye was covered with ophthalmic 180 

ointment and the other eye was kept moist with sterile saline. Eye lashes were trimmed and 181 

upper and lower eyelids were sutured closed using two mattress sutures (7-0 silk, Ethicon). 182 

Eyes were checked every 2-3 days for proper closure. On the 14th day of MD, the previously 183 

closed eye was reopened and carefully checked for any ocular damage under a microscope. 184 

If an eye opened prematurely or was found to be damaged, the animal was excluded from the 185 

study. Eye health was further monitored for 1 - 2 weeks following eye reopening. 186 

 187 

GCaMP6s virus delivery 188 

 For thalamocortical axon imaging, we initially injected AAV1.Syn.GCaMP6s virus into 189 
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the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (dLGN) in wildtype C57BL/6 mice but we 190 

found that this approach led to labeling of some V1 cell somata. Thus, we employed another 191 

approach of injecting AAV1.Syn.Flex.GCaMP6s virus into dLGN in VGLUT2-Cre mice. Since 192 

vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (VGLUT2) is predominantly expressed by thalamic neurons 193 

(Herzog et al., 2001), we were able to restrict GCaMP6s expression specifically to dLGN 194 

neurons using this approach, with little to no cells being labeled in V1. Results from the two 195 

approaches were similar and data from 3 wildtype and 8 VGLUT2-Cre mice used for 196 

functional imaging were combined for analysis. Viral vectors were obtained from Penn Vector 197 

Core. 198 

 Mice (P58 - 80; mean: P67) were placed in a stereotaxic frame under isoflurane 199 

anesthesia (2% for induction, 1 - 1.5% for maintenance). Mice were injected with lactated 200 

Ringer’s solution and carprofen (5 mg/kg, s.c.) for hydration and analgesia. Scalp was 201 

retracted and a small burr hole was made at the injection site using a pneumatic drill. 202 

Coordinates used for targeting dLGN was ~2.2 mm posterior, ~2.2 mm lateral from bregma, 203 

and ~2.6 mm deep from the brain surface. Viral vectors diluted to the final titre of ~1 x 1012 204 

GC/ml were loaded into a glass pipette and injected into dLGN in one hemisphere (total 205 

volume: 80 nl, rate: 8 nl/min). In MD mice, the hemisphere contralateral to the deprived eye 206 

was injected. The skull and injection site were kept moist with saline during the injection. 207 

Following surgery, mice were placed on a heat pad to recover and monitored for post-208 

operative health. 209 

 210 

Cranial window implantation 211 

 Headplate attachment and craniotomy were performed in one surgery following 212 

previously reported procedures (Salinas et al., 2017). Briefly, mice were anesthetized with 213 

isoflurane (2% for induction, 1 - 1.5% for maintenance) and topical lidocaine (2%) was applied 214 

to provide analgesia. With the head secured in a stereotaxic frame, the skull was exposed 215 

and an approximate location of bV1 was marked. A layer of cyanoacrylic glue (3M VetbondTM) 216 

was applied to the skull and a custom-printed black headplate was centered over bV1 and 217 

fixed to the skull using black dental acrylic (Ortho-Jet, Lang Dental) at an angle parallel to the 218 

imaging site. A craniotomy was performed and a No. 1 glass coverslip (4 or 5 mm in diameter) 219 
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was placed over the exposed brain and sealed with cyanoacrylic glue and dental acrylic. Mice 220 

were placed in a warm cage to recover until mobile and given daily injections of lactated 221 

Ringer’s and carprofen for at least 3 days and monitored for post-operative health. In MD 222 

mice, craniotomy was performed over bV1 contralateral to the deprived eye.  223 

 224 

Widefield imaging for bV1 mapping 225 

 Widefield imaging for bV1 mapping was performed through the cranial window after ≥ 4 226 

days of recovery following craniotomy. For mice used for thalamocortical axon imaging, 227 

mapping of binocular V1 was performed using widefield intrinsic signal imaging, following 228 

published procedures (Davis et al., 2015; Salinas et al., 2017). Briefly, awake mice were 229 

placed on a smooth platform, head-fixed and shown contrast-reversing noise stimulus that 230 

spanned central 30° of the mouse’s visual field. The stimulus was swept either up or down 231 

periodically every 20 s. The stimulus was generated by multiplying a band-limited (<0.05 cpd, 232 

>2 Hz) binarized spatiotemporal noise movie with a one-dimensional Gaussian spatial mask 233 

(30°) using custom Python scripts. Visual stimuli were presented on a gamma-corrected 24” 234 

LED monitor (ASUS VG248, 60 Hz refresh rate, 20 cd/m2 mean luminance) at a viewing 235 

distance of 25 cm. Widefield fluorescence images were acquired using a SciMedia THT 236 

macroscope (Leica PlanApo 1.0X, 6.5 x 6.5 mm imaging area) equipped with an Andor Zyla 237 

sCMOS camera. For visualizing vasculature, a green (530 nm) LED was used. The camera 238 

was focused ~600 μm beneath the brain surface, located using vasculature, and intrinsic 239 

signals were acquired with a red (617 nm) LED. The stimulus was presented for 5 min under 240 

binocular viewing conditions and typically 2 - 3 repeats were run for each condition. Data 241 

were analyzed to extract maps of amplitude and phase of cortical responses by Fourier 242 

analysis at the frequency of stimulus repetition (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003) using custom 243 

MATLAB (MathWorks) software. Amplitude was computed by taking the maximum of the 244 

Fourier amplitude map smoothed with a 5x5 Gaussian kernel. For Cam2k-tTA;tetO-GCaMP6s 245 

and Scnn1a-Ai93 transgenic mice, mapping of bV1 was performed using widefield calcium 246 

imaging (blue LED excitation at 465 nm), following procedures published previously (Salinas 247 

et al., 2017). 248 

 249 
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In vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging 250 

 All imaging was performed in awake head-fixed mice sitting on a smooth tablet 251 

surface. Mice were habituated on the imaging setup for 0.5 - 1 hour each day for 1 - 2 days 252 

prior to imaging. From the same mouse, imaging was performed typically for 2 - 3 hours per 253 

day for 2 - 5 days from different fields of view. Ages of mice at imaging were  P93 - 119 254 

(mean: P106) for dLGN axon recordings, P74 – 163 (mean: P107) for V1 L2/3 recordings, 255 

and P96 – 166 (mean: P126) for V1 L4 recordings. The average time interval between 256 

GCaMP6s virus injection and two-photon imaging for axon recordings was 39 days. 257 

 A resonant two-photon microscope (Neurolabware) and 920 nm excitation laser (Mai 258 

Tai HP, Spectra-Physics) were used for GCaMP6s imaging, following previously published 259 

procedures (Salinas et al., 2017) with modifications. A Nikon 16X (NA = 0.8) water-immersion 260 

objective was used. For dLGN bouton imaging, fields of view typically covered ~220 μm x 260 261 

μm and image sequences were acquired at 8 Hz (990 lines) at depths of 140 ± 37 μm (mean 262 

± SD in 37 fields) below the pia, corresponding to cortical layers 1-2/3. Recordings were 263 

confined to anterior and middle parts of bV1. For V1 L2/3 excitatory neuron recordings, fields 264 

were typically ~700 μm x 500 μm, acquired at 7.7 Hz (1024 lines) and recordings were 265 

performed in middle bV1 at cortical depths of approximately 200 μm, corresponding to L2/3. 266 

For V1 L4 excitatory neuron recordings, fields were typically ~400 μm x 500 μm, acquired at 8 267 

Hz (990 lines) and recordings were performed in middle bV1 at cortical depths of 268 

approximately 390 μm, corresponding to L4. Data acquisition was controlled by Scanbox 269 

software (Neurolabware). 270 

 Visual stimuli were generated by custom Python software using PsychoPy 1.8 library. 271 

Spherically corrected stimuli were presented on a gamma-corrected 24” LED monitor (Asus 272 

VG248, 60 Hz refresh rate, 20 cd/m2), placed at 25 cm from the mouse’s eyes. The stimuli 273 

included full-field drifting sinusoidal gratings (contrast: 99%) of 5 - 6 spatial frequencies (SF; 274 

0.03 - 0.48 or 0.03 - 0.96 cpd, spaced logarithmically) and 8 directions (0 - 315°, in 45° steps) 275 

at a temporal frequency of 2 Hz, a blank (uniform luminance) condition, and a full-field flicker 276 

(2 Hz) condition. Each trial consisted of a visual stimulus for 2 s and a uniform gray screen for 277 

2 s. Different stimuli were presented in a random order without replacement and typically 8 278 

repeats were run per stimulus condition. Visual stimuli were presented to one eye at a time, 279 
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either first to the contralateral or ipsilateral eye using an occluder, and the order of eye 280 

presentation was chosen randomly for each session. For binocular viewing experiments, no 281 

occluder was used. Eyes were monitored using IR-compatible GigE cameras (Allied Vision 282 

Mako-131B). The illumination by the infrared laser (used for two-photon imaging) was used 283 

for pupil tracking.  284 

 285 

Ca2+ imaging data analysis 286 

 Custom Python software was used to remove motion artifacts, manually identify dLGN 287 

boutons and cells, extract fluorescence traces, and perform batch analyses, according to 288 

previously described procedures (Salinas et al., 2017) with modifications. We implemented a 289 

motion correction algorithm that corrects for translational artifacts by minimizing the Euclidean 290 

distance between frames and a template image, using a Fourier transform approach (Dubbs 291 

et al., 2016). The outcome of the motion correction was checked by visualizing the mean 292 

intensity of 40 pixels in the middle of the frame throughout the movie. To identify regions of 293 

interest (ROIs) as boutons or cell bodies, we used the summed intensity projection of the 294 

motion-corrected movies and applied morphological criteria to manually identify them. 295 

 All pixel values within the ROI region were averaged to yield the fluorescence trace for 296 

the ROI. The fluorescence signal of a cell body at time t was determined (Kerlin et al., 2010; 297 

Chen et al., 2013) as follows: ( ) = ( )− ⋅ ( ) . R was empirically 298 

determined to be 0.7 by comparing blood-vessel intensity of GCaMP6s signal to that in the 299 

neuropil. The neuropil signal was estimated by taking the mean of the signal in all pixels 300 

within ~3 μm radius outside the cell’s outline. Bouton data were treated to a similar neuropil 301 

subtraction except that for neuropil, a radius of ~1 μm outside the bouton’s outline was used. 302 

 To determine a ROI’s response to each stimulus trial, the ROI’s trace during the 303 

stimulation period was first normalized to the baseline fluorescence value averaged over the 304 

0.5 s preceding the stimulus (ΔF / F0). Then, the mean response amplitude (mean ΔF / F0) 305 

was generated for each stimulus type by averaging the normalized response across all trials 306 

of that stimulus. A ROI’s spontaneous calcium fluctuation was estimated using the ROI’s 307 

mean response amplitude during blank stimulus presentation. For each SF, a ROI’s visual 308 

responsiveness was determined using a one-way ANOVA (P < 0.01) across responses for all 309 
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orientations for that SF against responses for the blank condition. For most of the analyses in 310 

this paper, we restricted our analyses to ROIs whose responses at the peak SF (SF that gave 311 

the strongest response) reached statistical significance at P < 0.01 (except for data depicted 312 

in Fig. 1F; see below for ODI calculation). For V1 L2/3 neuron recordings, an additional 313 

criterion was placed such that only cells whose mean ΔF / F0 for their preferred stimulus 314 

(Rpref) was ≥ 0.05 were included for further analyses. In Fig. 2C-D, Fig. 6I-K, and Fig. 7I-K, 315 

we explored whether lowering or raising the significance level to P < 0.05 or P < 0.005 316 

affected our results and we found that the effects of MD remained the same under these 317 

different criteria of responsiveness. 318 

 For each ROI, the preferred orientation (θpref) was determined at the ROI’s peak SF, by 319 

calculating half the mean of the directional vectors weighted by the response F(θ) at each 320 

orientation as follows: 321 = ( )( )   322 

 For each SF, an orientation tuning curve was obtained by fitting a sum of Gaussians 323 

function on mean response amplitudes for the eight orientations. The response amplitude at 324 

the preferred orientation based on the fitted values was designated as R(θpref). To fit a SF 325 

tuning curve, response amplitudes at the preferred orientation (θpref) across the spatial 326 

frequencies were fitted with a Gaussian function. SF tuning bandwidth was calculated by 327 

taking the square root of the width at half the maximum of the fit. Rpref is the mean amplitude 328 

of the ROI’s response to its preferred grating (preferred orientation and SF). For analysis of 329 

peak SF values, we first transformed the actual peak SF values (0.03, 0.06, …, 0.96 cpd) to 330 

log-transformed values (0, 1, …, 5) and performed all statistical analyses on log-transformed 331 

values. When reporting summary statistics, the values were transformed back to the actual 332 

SF values. 333 

 Orientation and direction selectivity for a ROI was determined using a method based 334 

on circular variance of the cell’s response as follows: 335 = ( ( ) 2 ) + ( ( ) 2 )( )  
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= ( ( ) ) + ( ( ) )( )  

 Ocular dominance index (ODI) for each ROI was calculated as (C – I) / (C + I), where 336 

C is Rpref for contralateral-eye responses and I is Rpref for ipsilateral-eye responses. In cases 337 

where no significant response was detected for one of the eyes according to the 338 

responsiveness criteria described above, Rpref for that eye was set to zero. Thus, responses 339 

that were purely driven by the contralateral- vs. ipsilateral-eye stimulation were given ODI 340 

values of 1 and -1, respectively. The method of estimating ODI differed for data depicted in 341 

Fig. 1F only; color-coding was based on ODI values calculated according to the same formula 342 

as above, except that if one eye did not meet the responsiveness criteria, its Rpref was not set 343 

to zero. Thus, if one of the eyes’ responses passed the responsiveness criteria, the other 344 

eye’s Rpref was used to calculate ODI in Fig. 1F. 345 

 346 

Histological procedures and anatomical data analysis 347 

 After the last imaging session, mice were anesthetized and transcardially perfused with 348 

saline and 4% paraformaldehyde. Age of mice at perfusion was P112 - 142 (mean: P119). 349 

Brains were extracted, post fixed and cryoprotected with 30% sucrose. The brain was 350 

sectioned coronally in 50 μm using a frozen sliding microtome (Microm HM450, Thermo 351 

Scientific). Tissue was processed for GFP immunostaining in free floating sections as follows. 352 

Sections were blocked for 1 hour at room temperature with 0.5% Triton-X (T8787, Sigma) and 353 

10% BSA (BP1600-100, Fisher) in PBS, then incubated overnight at room temperature with 354 

chicken anti-GFP antibody at 1:500 dilution (GFP-1020, Aves Labs). Sections were then 355 

washed in PBS and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with goat anti-chicken IgG 356 

antibody tagged with Alexa-488 at 1:1000 dilution (A-11039, Life Technologies). Sections were 357 

further processed for nuclear staining (Hoechst 33342), washed in PBS, coverslipped with 358 

Flouromount-G (Southern Biotech) and imaged.  359 

 For dLGN sections, we used an epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager 2) with 360 

a 10X objective. For cell counting, labeled cells in dLGN sections every 200 μm (3 sections 361 

per animal) were manually counted using the cell counter plugin in Fiji. Total number of 362 

labeled dLGN neurons as well as the spatial distribution of labeled neurons in dLGN was 363 
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quantified for each animal. Functionally imaged brains where post-hoc anatomical data 364 

revealed that cells were labeled in the neighboring thalamic nucleus LP were excluded from 365 

analysis. 366 

 For V1 sections, we first took images using the epifluorescence microscope with a 10X 367 

objective. Cortical layers were identified using nuclear staining. In order to estimate 368 

thalamocortical axon density, we obtained the mean fluorescence intensity across the cortical 369 

depths in a densely labeled area of a fixed size in V1 (186 μm horizontal x 932 μm vertical) of 370 

each section and quantified labeling intensity in each layer (Fig. 12D). To get a more accurate 371 

estimate of the axon density, we sought to segment axons from the images. For this, z-stack 372 

images were taken of V1 sections every 200 μm (3 sections per animal) using a Zeiss 373 

LSM700 confocal microscope and a 20X objective (NA = 1.0). Images were rotated and 374 

cropped to include only superficial layers (L1 and L2/3) in a densely labeled volume of a fixed 375 

size in V1 (100 μm horizontal x 242 μm vertical x all z slices), which corresponds to the layers 376 

that were functionally imaged using in vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging. Open source neuron 377 

tracing software neuTube (Feng et al., 2015) with custom modifications was used to detect 378 

axons automatically. The output traces were filtered to remove abnormally large radius nodes, 379 

branching points and isolated nodes. From visual inspection, the auto-segmentation did not 380 

detect all visible axons, so the tracing was supplemented by manual tracing by a blinded 381 

experimenter. From this final set of traces, we quantified the total axon length per volume and 382 

axon radius of thalamocortical axons in V1 L1-2/3 (Fig. 12B and E-F; 3 sections per animal). 383 

 384 

Statistical analysis 385 

 The statistical determination of visual responsiveness is described in detail above; the 386 

ANOVA tests for responsiveness, curve-fitting for orientation and SF tuning and related 387 

selectivity/bandwidth calculations were performed in custom Python routines. All other 388 

statistical analyses and data plotting were performed using custom software in R. In addition 389 

to conventional statistics (Chi-squared test, t-test, Wilcoxon rank sum test, 2- and 3-way 390 

ANOVA, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), multilevel statistics were employed in some cases to take 391 

into account the hierarchical nature of our data (e.g., boutons, neurons, sections nested 392 

inside mice). Multilevel linear mixed-effects models with Satterthwaite’s approximation were 393 
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used, with experimental variables (e.g., control vs. MD) as fixed variables and mouse ID as a 394 

random variable. Normality of data was visually checked for and tested using Shapiro-Wilk 395 

normality test. If the dataset was deemed non-normal, non-parametric tests (e.g., Wilcoxon 396 

rank sum test) were employed. For each analysis, the exact statistical test used and sample 397 

sizes are described in figure legends. Only for analysis of number of boutons per field, one 398 

mouse with an exceptionally large number of dLGN neurons labeled was considered an 399 

outlier and excluded from data depicted in Fig. 1H and Fig. 2C-D (only left panels) but 400 

otherwise included in all other analyses and plots. All tests are two-tailed. Data are reported 401 

as mean ± SEM unless otherwise noted. 402 

 403 

 404 

RESULTS 405 

 406 

Long-term critical-period monocular deprivation leads to a loss of binocular 407 

thalamocortical inputs 408 

 In order to target expression of the calcium sensor GCaMP6s to thalamocortical 409 

projections from relay neurons in dLGN, a Cre-dependent GCaMP6s virus was injected into 410 

dLGN in VGLUT2-Cre mice (Fig. 1A; see Materials and Methods). We performed calcium 411 

imaging in adult mice (P93 – 119, mean: P106) that were either monocularly deprived for 14 412 

days during the critical period (P19-33) or littermate controls (Fig. 1B). Calcium imaging was 413 

performed in awake mice that were viewing drifting gratings of various orientations and spatial 414 

frequencies (Fig. 1C). Two-photon Ca2+ imaging was performed in superficial layers (L1-2/3) 415 

of binocular V1 (bV1; Fig. 1D-G; see also Movie 1). In MD mice, dLGN injections and 416 

functional imaging were performed in the hemisphere contralateral to the deprived eye. 417 

 Similar to Jaepel et al. (2017), we found a vast majority of dLGN boutons in L1-2/3 to 418 

be monocular (visually responsive to contralateral or ipsilateral eye only) with only a small 419 

fraction of boutons displaying significant visual responses to both eyes (binocular; 6% of the 420 

population in controls; Fig. 1I-J). We found that long-term critical-period MD leads to 421 

significant reductions in the number of binocular dLGN boutons (69% reduction) and 422 

contralateral (deprived)-eye dominated monocular boutons (23% reduction) recorded per field 423 
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of view (Fig. 1H). The binocular fraction was reduced significantly from 6% in controls to 3% 424 

in MD mice (Fig. 1I-J and Fig. 2A).  425 

 The loss of binocular dLGN boutons was not due to reduced detectability in MD mice,  426 

because there was no significant difference in response amplitudes of boutons between 427 

control and MD mice (Fig. 1K and Fig. 2B). Interestingly, binocular boutons displayed 428 

approximately twice larger response amplitudes compared to monocular boutons (Fig. 1K  429 

and Fig. 2B; median Rpref for binocular boutons: 0.15, monocular boutons: 0.08). The number 430 

of virally infected neurons and their spatial distribution in dLGN were comparable between 431 

functionally imaged control and MD mice and could not account for the reduction of boutons 432 

in MD mice (Fig. 3). We also explored whether changing the statistical criteria on visual 433 

responsiveness could influence the results, by raising or lowering the significance level to P < 434 

0.05 or P < 0.005 (Fig. 2C-D), We found that the effect of MD on dLGN binocular bouton 435 

number per field and binocular proportion remained statistically significant under these 436 

different criteria. These findings indicate that long-term critical-period MD leads to a profound 437 

loss of binocular thalamocortical inputs without a significant reduction in response strength in 438 

the remaining inputs. 439 

 440 

Intact SF processing in thalamocortical boutons following long-term critical-period MD 441 

 Following long-term critical-period MD, mice develop reduced spatial acuity in the 442 

deprived eye, a behaviorally demonstrated impairment that lasts well into adulthood (Prusky 443 

and Douglas, 2003; Stephany et al., 2014; Davis et al., 2015). It remains unclear whether the 444 

acuity deficits are generated in cortical circuits or relayed from dLGN. It is also unknown how 445 

spatial frequency (SF) representation interacts with ocular dominance in dLGN. Previously, 446 

we have shown that contralateral-eye dominated monocular V1 L2/3 neurons prefer higher 447 

SF compared to binocular neurons (Salinas et al., 2017). Thus, we explored how binocularity 448 

and SF processing interact in dLGN inputs and how long-term MD affects these properties. 449 

 We found that long-term critical-period MD has no significant impact on overall 450 

preferred SF of dLGN boutons in V1 L1-2/3 (Fig. 4E). In both control and MD mice, dLGN 451 

boutons were tuned to a wide range of SF (Fig. 4A-D), and similar percentages of dLGN 452 

boutons preferred the highest SF’s tested (0.48 – 0.96 cpd) in control vs. MD mice (Fig. 4F). 453 
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Overall, dLGN boutons were tuned to higher SF compared to V1 L2/3 neurons (Fig. 5A-E), 454 

consistent with a previous report using electrophysiological recordings (Durand et al., 2016). 455 

Binocular dLGN boutons were tuned to lower SF compared to contralateral-eye dominated 456 

monocular boutons, similar to our observations in V1 L2/3 neurons (Fig. 4D-F and Fig. 5A-E; 457 

Salinas et al., 2017). SF tuning bandwidths of dLGN boutons were similar between control 458 

and MD mice and comparable to those found in V1 neurons (Fig. 5F). These results indicate 459 

that SF processing in dLGN inputs to V1 remains intact following long-term MD. 460 

 461 

In V1 L2/3 neurons, long-term critical-period MD leads to reductions in binocularity and 462 

acuity 463 

 To investigate effects on V1 circuits, we examined the impact of long-term critical-464 

period MD on L2/3 excitatory neurons in bV1 by performing two-photon Ca2+ imaging from 465 

GCaMP6s-expressing cells in CaMK2a-tTA;tetO-GCaMP6s transgenic mice (Wekselblatt et 466 

al., 2016). We found that long-term MD leads to a reduction in the percentage of binocular V1 467 

L2/3 neurons from 29% to 23% in control vs. MD mice (Fig. 6A-C) and a significant shift in 468 

ocular dominance distribution (Fig. 6D). These effects on binocularity occurred without an 469 

overall reduction in response amplitude (Fig. 6E). However, in contrast to dLGN boutons, we 470 

found that MD leads to a robust reduction in preferred SF of V1 L2/3 neurons, particularly for 471 

contralateral (deprived) eye responses (Fig. 6F-G). Significantly fewer V1 L2/3 neurons 472 

preferred 0.48 – 0.96 cpd in MD mice compared to controls (Fig. 6H).  473 

 Earlier studies which used dye-loaded calcium recordings in anesthetized mice 474 

reported higher binocular proportions among bV1 L2/3 neurons (Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007; 475 

Kameyama et al., 2010; Scholl et al, 2017) than our results (this study and Salinas et al., 476 

2017). This discrepancy between studies on binocular proportions may reflect differences in 477 

sensitivity of the techniques used in expressing calcium indicators, visual stimuli presented, 478 

age/state of the animal and analysis methods used. For example, the previous studies used 479 

dye-loaded calcium recordings and low SF (0.03 – 0.05 cpd) gratings to characterize OD 480 

distributions. The high signal-to-noise GCaMP6 recordings and the wide range of spatial 481 

frequencies used in our current study and in Salinas et al., 2017 (0.03 – 0.96 cpd) may have 482 

allowed us to pick up responses that the other studies missed, including weaker monocular 483 
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responses evoked by higher SF’s. Indeed, we found that visually evoked responses in 484 

monocular neurons are overall smaller in amplitude compared to binocular neurons (Fig. 6E), 485 

and neurons that are responsive to the highest spatial frequencies (0.48 - 0.96 cpd) are 486 

mostly monocular (Fig. 6H and Salinas et al., 2017). In order to test the potential influence of 487 

statistical criteria, we applied a more liberal statistical criterion on visual responsiveness (P < 488 

0.05). Overall, we found more binocularly responsive V1 L2/3 neurons but the effects of MD 489 

on binocular fraction and spatial acuity stayed consistent (Fig. 6I-K). These findings 490 

demonstrate that long-term MD impacts the development of both ocular dominance and 491 

spatial acuity in V1 L2/3 neurons. 492 

 493 

In V1 L4 neurons, long-term critical-period MD leads to reduced binocularity but 494 

preserved spatial acuity 495 

 We also examined the impact of long-term MD on V1 L4 neurons using Cre-driven 496 

GCaMP6f expression in Scnn1a-Cre mice. Similar to dLGN boutons, we found that the 497 

binocular fraction among V1 L4 neurons was reduced from 9% to 4% in control vs. MD mice 498 

(Fig. 7A-D). Long-term MD did not significantly impact V1 L4 neurons’ overall response 499 

strength (Fig. 7E) or their SF processing (Fig. 7F-H). V1 L4 neurons’ mean peak SF and the 500 

percentage of V1 L4 neurons preferring 0.48 – 0.96 cpd were similar in control vs. MD mice 501 

(Fig. 7G-H). Making the statistical criterion on responsiveness more liberal (P < 0.05) 502 

increased the binocular fraction among V1 L4 neurons but did not change the effects of MD 503 

(Fig. 7I-K). 504 

 Recent studies have investigated V1 L4 neurons’ properties in terms of 505 

orientation/direction selectivity (e.g., Sun et al., 2016) and found L4 neurons’ properties to be 506 

somewhere in between properties of dLGN boutons and L2/3 neurons, which is similar to 507 

what we report here in terms of L4 neurons’ SF and OD properties (Fig. 5A-E and Fig. 7D). 508 

We found that in V1 L4 neurons, binocularity was altered in MD mice whereas acuity was not 509 

(Fig. 7), similar to the changes observed in dLGN boutons (Fig. 1-2, 4). In fact, several 510 

previous studies have shown that V1 L4 and L2/3 neurons are quite distinct in terms of 511 

integration of thalamic inputs and plasticity mechanisms (Daw et al., 1992; Trachtenberg et 512 

al., 2000; Morgenstern et al., 2016), in line with our results. 513 
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 Taken together, these findings indicate that MD-induced binocularity deficits observed 514 

at the level of V1 neurons may originate, at least in part, from the binocularity loss in dLGN, 515 

because binocularity deficits are evident as early as in dLGN boutons and are propagated to 516 

V1 L4 and L2/3 neurons. In contrast, SF processing is intact at the level of thalamocortical 517 

inputs from dLGN and in V1 L4 neurons, thus MD-induced impairments in spatial acuity may 518 

first emerge in V1 L2/3 neurons.  519 

 520 

Binocular mismatch in thalamocortical boutons following long-term critical-period MD 521 

 V1 neurons have been shown to display a significant binocular mismatch in orientation 522 

tuning following long-term critical-period MD (Wang et al., 2010; Levine et al., 2017), yet 523 

whether the mismatch originates from dLGN inputs has been unclear. In addition, it remains 524 

unknown whether binocular mismatch extends to other visual properties such as SF tuning. 525 

Thus, we investigated whether MD leads to binocular mismatch in dLGN afferents in terms of 526 

response amplitude, preferred SF and orientation. 527 

 In controls, binocular dLGN boutons were found to be exquisitely well-matched 528 

between the eyes in terms of response amplitude, preferred SF and orientation/direction (Fig. 529 

8). The majority (51%) of binocular boutons displayed ocular dominance index (ODI) values 530 

between -0.2 and +0.2 (Fig. 8B-D), indicating well-matched response amplitudes between the 531 

eyes. Many binocular boutons (41%) showed exact peak-SF matching between the eyes (Fig. 532 

8E-G). If boutons were mismatched in terms of SF tuning, preferred SF was higher in 533 

contralateral- or ipsilateral-eye responses in approximately equal proportions of boutons in 534 

control mice (Fig. 8E,G). There was also significant binocular matching in terms of preferred 535 

orientation among orientation/direction-selective binocular boutons (Fig. 8H-J). 536 

 We found that long-term MD leads to profound binocular mismatch in multiple visual 537 

response properties. In MD mice, binocular boutons were significantly more mismatched in 538 

response amplitude between the eyes compared to controls, resulting in a small but 539 

significant shift of ODI towards the contralateral (deprived) eye (ODI shift: +0.07; Fig. 8C-D). 540 

We also found marked binocular mismatch in preferred SF, with ipsilateral (non-deprived) eye 541 

responses being tuned to lower SF compared to contralateral-eye responses in MD mice 542 

(Fig. 8E-G). The SF mismatch was not due to binocular boutons exhibiting broader SF tuning 543 
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in MD mice (Fig. 5F). Long-term MD was also found to lead to a significant mismatch in 544 

preferred orientation in orientation/direction-selective binocular dLGN boutons (Fig. 8H-J). 545 

Overall, many dLGN boutons were found to be highly direction-selective (Fig. 8A and Fig. 546 

9A-B), consistent with previously reported properties of dLGN neurons projecting to 547 

superficial layers of V1 (Marshel et al., 2012; Piscopo et al., 2013; Cruz-Martín et al., 2014; 548 

Kondo and Ohki, 2016; Roth et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016). Orientation/direction selectivity 549 

indices were similar between control and MD mice (Fig. 9C-D). These findings indicate that 550 

normal binocular experience during the critical period is necessary for proper binocular 551 

matching of dLGN inputs’ visual properties, including response amplitude, SF and 552 

orientation/direction tuning.  553 

 554 

Long-term critical-period MD impairs binocular facilitation of thalamocortical boutons 555 

 Neurons in the mouse dLGN display various types of binocular modulation (modulation 556 

of activity during binocular viewing compared to monocular viewing), including facilitation and 557 

suppression (Zhao et al., 2013; Howarth et al., 2014). We investigated whether dLGN 558 

binocular modulation is affected by long-term critical-period MD by examining dLGN boutons’ 559 

activity during monocular and binocular viewing conditions in control and MD mice. 560 

 We first categorized binocular modulation of dLGN boutons into three broad modes: 561 

binocular activation (‘both only’), binocular ‘suppression’, and ‘remaining responsive’ (Fig. 562 

10A). ‘Both only’ boutons displayed significant visual responses only during binocular viewing 563 

but not during any of the monocular viewing conditions and accounted for ~30% of dLGN 564 

boutons in controls (Fig. 10B-E). Binocularly ‘suppressed’ boutons were visually responsive 565 

during one (or both) of monocular viewing conditions but not during binocular viewing and 566 

represented ~50% of dLGN boutons in controls (Fig. 10D-E). The remaining boutons – those 567 

that were visually responsive during monocular and binocular viewing – were categorized as 568 

‘remaining responsive’ and they made up ~20% of dLGN boutons in controls (Fig. 10D-E). 569 

‘Both only’ boutons were surprisingly numerous, similar in proportion to ipsi-only monocular 570 

boutons (Fig. 10B-G). ‘Both only’ boutons displayed generally smaller visual responses 571 

compared to other boutons (Fig. 10H), suggesting that their activity is probably too low to be 572 

detected during monocular viewing conditions. 573 
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 We found that long-term critical-period MD leads to a significant reduction in the 574 

percentage of dLGN boutons ‘remaining responsive’ during binocular viewing (Fig. 10D-E). 575 

Among eye groups including ‘both only’, the percentage of binocular dLGN boutons was 576 

significantly lower in MD mice compared to controls (Fig. 10F-G), consistent with our 577 

observation from monocular viewing conditions (Fig. 1I). To examine binocular modulation of 578 

response strength, we considered responses from all visually responsive dLGN boutons 579 

during each viewing condition (contra-eye, ipsi-eye or both-eye viewing) and normalized them 580 

to the median value during contra-eye viewing. We found that in controls, dLGN boutons 581 

displayed overall larger visual responses during both-eye viewing compared to contra-eye 582 

viewing (Fig. 10I). However, such binocular facilitation was not observed in MD mice (Fig. 583 

10I). These findings indicate that long-term critical-period MD leads to fewer dLGN boutons 584 

remaining responsive during binocular viewing, less binocular boutons and reduced 585 

facilitation of visual responses during both-eye viewing.  586 

 587 

Long-term MD-induced impairment of binocular modulation affects both binocular and 588 

monocular thalamocortical boutons 589 

 We next investigated how long-term critical-period MD affects binocular modulation at 590 

the level of individual dLGN boutons, focusing on boutons that remained responsive during 591 

binocular viewing. We expressed binocular modulation as a ratio by dividing each dLGN 592 

bouton’s both-eye Rpref amplitude by its dominant-eye monocular Rpref amplitude. Binocular 593 

modulation of 1 indicates no change during binocular viewing. We observed both binocular 594 

facilitation (binocular modulation > 1) and suppression (binocular modulation < 1) in control 595 

and MD mice (Fig. 11A-C). In control mice, the mean binocular modulation was significantly 596 

greater than 1 for contra-only and ipsi-only monocular dLGN boutons and showed a trend of 597 

being greater than 1 for binocular boutons (Fig. 11D). The mean binocular modulation (± 598 

SEM) was 1.17 ± 0.09 for binocular, 1.17 ± 0.03 for contra-only, 1.31 ± 0.10 for ipsi-only dLGN 599 

boutons. In controls, the mean binocular modulation for all dLGN boutons was 1.19, indicating 600 

that visual responses were enhanced by a factor of 1.19 during binocular viewing compared 601 

to monocular viewing. 602 

 We found that long-term critical-period MD leads to reduced binocular facilitation of 603 
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dLGN boutons. Overall, a smaller percentage of dLGN boutons displayed binocular facilitation 604 

in MD mice compared to controls (MD: 45%, control: 53%). Moreover, the mean binocular 605 

modulation was significantly lower in MD mice compared to controls for binocular and contra-606 

eye dominated monocular boutons (Fig. 11D). The mean binocular modulation of all boutons 607 

(± SEM) was significantly lower in MD mice compared to controls (MD: 1.04 ± 0.02, control: 608 

1.19 ± 0.02, t-test: p = 0.00058). 609 

 Since some dLGN boutons are facilitated while others are suppressed during binocular 610 

viewing, we explored factors that might contribute to binocular modulation. We found that for 611 

monocular dLGN boutons, there was a negative correlation between dominant-eye 612 

monocular-viewing response strength and binocular modulation (Fig. 11E, middle and right 613 

panels), such that dLGN boutons with stronger monocular responses through the dominant-614 

eye tended to show binocular suppression while those with weaker monocular responses 615 

tended to be binocularly facilitated. Binocular dLGN boutons in controls, however, displayed 616 

an opposite relationship with stronger boutons showing more binocular facilitation compared 617 

to weaker boutons (Fig. 11E, left panel). Furthermore, binocular dLGN boutons in controls 618 

exhibited a significant correlation between the degree of binocularity and binocular modulation 619 

(Fig. 11F); boutons that were more binocular – more closely matched in response amplitude 620 

between the eyes – displayed greater degrees of binocular facilitation than those that were 621 

less well matched. This correlation between binocularity and binocular modulation among 622 

binocular dLGN boutons was not significant in MD mice. These data demonstrate that long-623 

term critical-period MD leads to an impairment of binocular modulation at the level of 624 

individual dLGN inputs, impacting both binocular and monocular dLGN inputs. 625 

 626 

No evident structural loss of thalamocortical connectivity following long-term critical-627 

period MD 628 

 Finally, we examined whether long-term critical-period MD leads to a structural loss of 629 

thalamocortical axons from dLGN to V1. Considering that binocular dLGN inputs constitute a 630 

relatively small proportion of the total thalamocortical input and their function is particularly 631 

vulnerable to critical-period MD (Fig. 1, 2, and Fig. 8), we hypothesized that there would be 632 

little to no structural deficit in thalamocortical projections following MD. Indeed, we found no 633 
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significant long-lasting alterations in the density and thickness of dLGN axons in V1 L1-2/3 634 

following critical-period MD (Fig. 12). These data suggest that critical-period visual 635 

experience is essential for the development of normal function, rather than structure, of dLGN 636 

projections to superficial layers of V1.  637 

 638 

 639 

DISCUSSION 640 

 641 

 We examined the role of early visual experience in shaping visual properties of 642 

thalamocortical inputs from dLGN to superficial layers of binocular V1. We demonstrate that 643 

long-term sensory deprivation (14 days of MD) during the critical period for ocular dominance 644 

(OD) plasticity leads to a number of persistent changes in dLGN inputs, including a loss of 645 

binocular dLGN afferents, binocular mismatch of tuning properties in remaining binocular 646 

inputs and impaired binocular facilitation of both binocular and monocular dLGN responses 647 

(Fig. 13). A number of other properties, such as response strength and spatial acuity were 648 

preserved at the level of dLGN afferents following long-term MD. Similar to thalamic inputs, 649 

V1 L4 neurons also exhibited binocularity loss and intact spatial acuity in deprived mice. 650 

However, V1 L2/3 neurons displayed both binocularity and acuity loss following MD. Long-651 

lasting changes in OD, spatial acuity and binocular mismatch in orientation tuning have 652 

previously been observed for V1 neurons in MD models (Heimel et al., 2007; Stephany et al., 653 

2014; Levine et al., 2017), yet it has remained uncertain whether these changes originate 654 

from V1 circuits or from thalamic inputs. Our findings establish for the first time that some of 655 

these MD-induced changes – persistent alterations in OD and binocular mismatch in 656 

orientation and SF tuning – are already present at the level of thalamocortical inputs, thus 657 

these deficits may originate from thalamic circuits. On the other hand, overall SF processing 658 

is intact in dLGN inputs and V1 L4 neurons but impaired in V1 L2/3 neurons following MD. 659 

These findings provide the most direct evidence to date indicating that early binocular 660 

experience is required to properly develop binocularity in the thalamus, while it is also needed 661 

to support acuity development in cortical circuits beginning in L2/3 of V1. Thus, different 662 

stages in visual processing and potentially distinct mechanisms (Stephany et al., 2014, 2018) 663 
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may be involved in the development of binocular vision vs. spatial acuity in the mammalian 664 

visual system. 665 

 In many aspects, our results are in good agreement with recent functional and 666 

anatomical studies. Jaepel and colleagues (2017) reported that ~14% of dLGN boutons in 667 

mouse V1 L1 are binocular and that OD plasticity can be induced in dLGN afferents in adult 668 

mice under enriched conditions, consistent with our findings on juvenile plasticity. Notably 669 

however, the binocular fraction increased immediately and transiently following MD in Jaepel 670 

et al. (2017), which may reflect effects of shorter-term MD employed in their study. We found 671 

that binocular boutons exhibit stronger visual responses compared to monocular ones, which 672 

is in agreement with an anatomical report that binocular dLGN cells combine inputs from a 673 

larger number of RGCs compared to monocular dLGN cells (Rompani et al., 2017). The 674 

anatomical study suggested that binocular and “combination-mode” dLGN neurons integrate 675 

inputs from many RGCs of several cell types, while “relay-mode” dLGN neurons receive 676 

inputs from a few RGCs of mostly one type. This model predicts that binocular neurons 677 

should possess broad tuning properties due to input diversity. Indeed, we found that binocular 678 

dLGN boutons are generally broader in SF and orientation tuning compared to monocular 679 

dLGN boutons (Fig. 5F and Fig. 9A-B). 680 

 It is currently unknown the exact locus and neural mechanisms involved in the loss of 681 

binocularity in dLGN afferents following long-term MD. Considering preservation of structural 682 

integrity of the axons and of several functional characteristics, the site of binocularity loss 683 

seems most likely to be at the retinogeniculate synapse (Fig. 13). Recent work has revealed 684 

complex mechanisms with which retinogeniculate synapses are integrated and fine-tuned 685 

quite late into development (Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005; Thompson et al., 2016; Litvina and 686 

Chen, 2017; Rompani et al., 2017; Cheadle et al., 2018; Roson et al., 2019). Accordingly, 687 

dLGN neurons undergo substantial refinement of their receptive field properties as late as 688 

third postnatal week (Tschetter et al., 2018). It is possible that the integration of multiple 689 

synaptic inputs involved in binocular development engages pruning of mismatched inputs 690 

through classic Hebbian plasticity mechanisms or other activity-dependent mechanisms 691 

(Krahe and Guido, 2011). Previously, it was demonstrated that summed thalamic inputs onto 692 

V1 neurons are already somewhat matched between the eyes before the critical period, 693 
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suggesting that dLGN may help shape binocular matching in V1 neurons during development 694 

(Gu and Cang, 2016). Our surprising finding that in mismatched boutons, ipsilateral- (non-695 

deprived) eye responses are placed at a greater disadvantage compared to contralateral-eye 696 

responses hints at an intriguing possibility that ipsilateral inputs rely on contralateral inputs to 697 

guide the matching process. This is certainly in line with findings showing that the ipsilateral 698 

pathway develops later and is more vulnerable to developmental manipulations compared to 699 

the contralateral pathway (Dräger, 1978; Sretavan and Shatz, 1987; Gordon and Stryker, 700 

1996; Godement et al., 2014; Scholl et al., 2017).  701 

 We cannot rule out the possibility that some of the binocularity loss may be due to 702 

structural loss of binocular thalamocortical projections. Our structural analysis was at a gross 703 

scale and we did not characterize morphology of individual axon arbors. However, our finding 704 

of overall structural integrity following 14 days of MD is consistent with previous studies that 705 

also reported little to no long-lasting morphological changes in thalamocortical projections 706 

following 7 or 20 days of MD in mice (Antonini et al., 1999; Coleman et al., 2010). This is in 707 

stark contrast to rapid morphological changes observed in other species (Antonini and 708 

Stryker, 1993). Furthermore, our findings here focus on dLGN axons in superficial layers of 709 

V1 and it is unknown whether these results may be representative of all dLGN inputs. In 710 

addition, as with all axon calcium imaging studies, there exists a possibility that the findings 711 

may partially reflect local (cortical) influences on the terminals. 712 

 The most surprising finding here is that long-term critical-period MD leads to a loss of 713 

binocular facilitation, affecting visual responses of both binocular and monocular dLGN inputs. 714 

We found the mean binocular modulation of dLGN inputs to be 1.19 in controls and 1.04 in 715 

MD mice. Human psychophysics studies reported the benefit of both-eye viewing over 716 

monocular viewing to be roughly √2 (1.41) on simple visual tasks (Frisén and Lindblom, 717 

1988). In cats and monkeys, the effects of binocular viewing in dLGN appear to be mostly 718 

suppressive (Marrocco and McClurkin, 1979; Rodieck and Dreher, 1979; Schroeder et al., 719 

1990; Zeater et al., 2015), although recent studies conducted in awake monkeys have 720 

reported significant binocular facilitation in dLGN neurons and in V1 layer 4C neurons that 721 

receive direct thalamocortical inputs (Schroeder et al., 1990; Dougherty et al., 2019a). Prior to 722 

our study, others have demonstrated binocular modulation of mouse dLGN neurons, including 723 
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facilitation and suppression (Zhao et al., 2013; Howarth et al., 2014). Our results extend these 724 

findings and further show that binocular modulation in dLGN is subject to long-lasting 725 

developmental perturbations. Moreover, binocular modulation of monocular dLGN inputs is 726 

correlated with response strength, such that weaker responses are binocularly facilitated 727 

while stronger responses are binocularly suppressed, suggesting homeostatic regulation of 728 

net visual drive (Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007). Binocular dLGN boutons, however, display the 729 

opposite pattern and their binocular modulation correlates with binocularity. A similar 730 

correlation with binocularity was reported in monkey V1 L4 cells (Dougherty et al., 2019a). 731 

Binocular suppression in dLGN may be mediated by local interneurons via lateral connections 732 

(Seabrook et al., 2013) and/or from cortical feedback. Meanwhile, dLGN binocular facilitation 733 

may arise from a direct, normally subthreshold, excitatory input from the non-dominant eye 734 

(Fig. 14). Howarth and colleagues (2014) suggested that binocular facilitation may be 735 

mediated by corticogeniculate feedback. Future studies will be needed to uncover the neural 736 

basis underlying binocular modulation in distinct dLGN cell types and in different species 737 

(Rodieck and Dreher, 1979). 738 

 Taken together, our findings demonstrate that binocular integration in the early 739 

feedforward pathway from dLGN to V1 requires normal binocular experience during the 740 

critical period to develop properly. While it is likely that binocular competition plays a role 741 

(Penn et al., 1998), the exact mechanism of action, cell types and molecular factors involved 742 

in this developmental mechanism remain to be elucidated (Dhande and Huberman, 2014; 743 

Kerschensteiner and Guido, 2017; Miska et al., 2018). Considering our results, future studies 744 

investigating OD plasticity, binocular matching and other types of binocular interactions will 745 

need to disambiguate relative contributions of thalamic vs. cortical mechanisms (Scholl et al., 746 

2013; La Chioma et al., 2019; Samonds et al., 2019). Strikingly, it has been demonstrated that 747 

human amblyopic observers display abnormal binocular integration in certain visual tasks 748 

(Levi et al., 1979), resulting in performance with two eyes being no better than, or even worse 749 

than, that with one eye. In order to assess the true significance of our findings in the context 750 

of human amblyopia, it will be important to determine whether binocular integration in the 751 

primate dLGN (Zeater et al., 2015) is also vulnerable to sensory manipulations during 752 

development. If indeed binocular function is first impaired in the thalamus and acuity deficits 753 
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first arise from the cortex in human amblyopia, it would have critical implications for 754 

understanding of the disorder and its treatment. 755 
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 999 

FIGURE LEGENDS 1000 

 1001 

Figure 1. Long-term critical-period monocular deprivation leads to a loss of binocular 1002 

thalamocortical inputs.  1003 

A, Schematic of dLGN virus injection, GCaMP6s expression in thalamocortical axons in V1. 1004 

B, Experimental timeline. C, In vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging was performed in awake, head-1005 

fixed mice. D, An example cranial window with binocular zone mapped using widefield 1006 

intrinsic signal imaging (scale bar 1 mm). E, An example field of view (summed projection) of 1007 

dLGN boutons imaged in bV1 L1-2/3 of a control mouse. Boutons color-coded according to 1008 

peak SF during contra-eye (left) and ipsi-eye (right) viewing (scale bar 10 μm). F, Same field 1009 

as in E but color-coded for ocular dominance (scale bar 10 μm). G, Ca2+ signals in a binocular 1010 

(top) and two monocular (middle: contra-only, bottom: ipsi-only) boutons in response to 1011 

drifting gratings presented to contra- or ipsi-eye (gray: individual traces, black: mean trace, 1012 

purple and orange bars: time of stimulus presentation; bouton image scale bar 2 μm). 1013 

Responses to 8 orientations at peak SF are shown. H, Number of visually responsive dLGN 1014 

boutons that are ipsi-only, binocular, contra-only per field of view in control vs. MD mice 1015 

(mean ± SEM per field). Control, ipsi-only: 63 ± 6, binocular: 10 ± 2, contra-only: 95 ± 8 1016 

boutons per field. MD, ipsi-only: 57 ± 4, binocular: 3 ± 1, contra-only: 73 ± 6 boutons per field. 1017 

Linear mixed-effects model, effect of MD for ipsi-only: F = 0.35, p = 0.57, binocular: F = 6.74, 1018 

p = 0.01, contra-only: F = 4.40, p = 0.04; n = 17 fields in 5 control mice, 17 fields in 5 MD 1019 

mice. I, Percentage of visually responsive boutons that are ipsi-only, binocular, contra-only 1020 

per field in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM per field). Control, ipsi-only: 38.1 ± 2.6 %, 1021 

binocular: 5.6 ± 1.3 %, contra-only: 56.3 ± 2.6 %. MD, ipsi-only: 41.2 ± 2.1 %, binocular: 2.3 ± 1022 

0.4 %, contra-only: 56.5 ± 2.1 %. Linear mixed-effects model, effect of MD for ipsi-only: F = 1023 

0.23, p = 0.64, binocular: F = 6.29, p = 0.03, contra-only: F = 0.02, p = 0.90; n = 17 fields in 5 1024 

control mice, 20 fields in 6 MD mice. J, Ipsi-only, binocular, contra-only fractions of visually 1025 

responsive dLGN boutons in control vs. MD mice (χ2(2) = 46.96, p = 6 x 10-11). K, Violin and 1026 

overlaid box plots of response amplitude Rpref of binocular and monocular boutons in control 1027 

vs. MD mice. Linear mixed-effects model, effect of MD: F = 0.29, p = 0.59, binocular vs. 1028 
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monocular: F = 229.22, p = 2 x 10-16. In box plots, central mark indicates the median, bottom / 1029 

top edges indicate 25th / 75th percentiles. J-K, n = 2866 boutons in 5 control mice, 3503 1030 

boutons in 6 MD mice. ns p > 0.05, *p < 0.05, ****p < 0.0001. 1031 

 1032 

Figure 2. Loss of binocular dLGN boutons without a reduction in response strength. 1033 

A, Ocular dominance index histogram of dLGN boutons in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM 1034 

per field, n = 17 fields in 5 control mice, 20 fields in 6 MD mice). B, Violin and overlaid box 1035 

plots of mean response amplitude Rpref of dLGN boutons in control vs. MD mice. Linear 1036 

mixed-effects model, effect of MD: F = 0.32, p = 0.58, binocular vs. monocular: F = 259.47, p 1037 

= 2 x 10-16, contra vs. ipsi: F = 44.48, p = 2 x 10-11; n = 2866 boutons in 5 control mice, 3503 1038 

boutons in 6 MD mice. C-D, The binocular bouton loss following critical-period MD (Fig. 1H,J) 1039 

is shown using two additional statistical criteria in determining visual responsiveness: more 1040 

liberal (C: P < 0.05) or more conservative (D: P < 0.005) than the typical criterion used in this 1041 

study (P < 0.01; see Materials and Methods). Linear mixed-effects models, effect of MD for 1042 

ipsi-only: p = 0.75 (C), p = 0.55 (D), for binocular: p = 0.01 (C), p = 0.01 (D), for contra-only: p 1043 

= 0.93 (C), p = 0.05 (D). Chi-squared tests: for C, χ2(2) = 37.50, p = 7 x 10-9, n = 8099 vs. 1044 

11028 visually responsive boutons in total, 10% vs. 7% binocular (control vs. MD); for D, χ2(2) 1045 

= 54.25, p = 1 x 10-12, n = 1887 vs. 2211 visually responsive boutons in total, 6% vs. 2% 1046 

binocular (control vs. MD). Note that the binocular bouton loss in MD mice remains 1047 

statistically significant under different data inclusion criteria. In box plots, the central mark 1048 

indicates the median and the bottom and top edges indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, 1049 

respectively. ns p > 0.1, †p < 0.1, *p < 0.05, ****p < 0.0001. 1050 

 1051 

Figure 3. GCaMP6s-labelling in dLGN is comparable between control and MD mice 1052 

used for functional thalamocortical axon imaging. 1053 

A, Example fluorescence sections of dLGN neurons labeled following GCaMP6s virus 1054 

injection in control (left) and MD (right) mice that were used for in vivo two-photon Ca2+ 1055 

thalamocortical axon imaging. Sections were immunostained for GFP (scale bar 100 μm). 1056 

Example sections in A are from the same mice shown in Fig. 12B. B, Heatmaps showing 1057 

spatial distribution of labeled dLGN neurons in control and MD mice. Heatmaps are based on 1058 
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summed cell counts across all sections and mice. C, Numbers of dLGN neurons labeled were 1059 

similar between functionally imaged control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM of by-animal values; t-1060 

test, p = 0.56). D, Quadrants used in quantifying spatial distribution of labeled dLGN neurons 1061 

(scale bar 100 μm). E, Numbers of labeled dLGN neurons were similar between control and 1062 

MD mice across all quadrants (mean ± SEM of by-animal values; 2-way ANOVA, control vs. 1063 

MD: F = 0.65, p = 0.43, effect of quadrant: F = 3.31, p = 0.03, interaction: F = 0.15, p = 0.93). 1064 

B-E, n = 4 control and 5 MD mice, cells counted from three sections per animal. 1065 

 1066 

Figure 4. Intact SF processing in thalamocortical boutons following long-term critical-1067 

period MD.  1068 

A, Example fields of view of dLGN boutons imaged in bV1, color-coded according to peak SF 1069 

of bouton during contralateral- and ipsilateral-eye presentation in control vs. MD mice (scale 1070 

bar 10 μm). B, Example SF tuning curves of monocular (top row: contra-only, bottom row: 1071 

ipsi-only) boutons in control mice. Purple: contralateral-eye trials; orange: ipsilateral-eye trials; 1072 

solid: mean response amplitudes; dotted: fitted curves based on mean values. Fits omitted if 1073 

curve-fitting failed to merge. C, Example SF tuning curves of monocular boutons in MD mice. 1074 

Same convention as B. D, Mean probability distribution of peak SF in binocular (top) and 1075 

monocular (bottom) dLGN boutons’ contralateral- (left) and ipsilateral-eye (right) responses 1076 

(mean ± SEM of by-animal values). Mean values were fitted with a local regression smoothing 1077 

function. E, Mean peak SF of boutons in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM by animal; 3-way 1078 

ANOVA, control vs. MD: F = 0.54, p = 0.47, binocular vs. monocular: F = 4.32, p = 0.04, 1079 

contra vs. ipsi: F = 2.42, p = 0.13). F, Percentage of boutons with peak SF of 0.48 – 0.96 cpd 1080 

(“High-SF boutons”; mean ± SEM of by-animal values; 3-way ANOVA, effect of MD: F = 0.57, 1081 

p = 0.46, binocular vs. monocular: F = 15.05, p = 0.004, contra vs. ipsi: F = 0.03, p = 0.87). D-1082 

F, n = 2866 boutons in 5 control mice, 3503 boutons in 6 MD mice. 1083 

 1084 

Figure 5. Comparison of SF tuning properties of dLGN boutons, V1 L4 and L2/3 1085 

neurons. 1086 

A-C, Control data only. A, Raincloud plots showing distributions of peak SF in binocular (left) 1087 

and monocular (right; purple: contra-only, orange: ipsi-only) dLGN boutons during 1088 
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contralateral- (top) and ipsilateral-eye (bottom) visual stimulation. Individual data points are 1089 

plotted jittered to avoid over-plotting. Black filled circles and lines indicate mean ± SD. B, 1090 

Distribution of peak SF in V1 L4 neurons. C, Distribution of peak SF in V1 L2/3 neurons. D, 1091 

Mean peak SF (mean ± SEM of all sample) of binocular, contra-only and ipsi-only dLGN 1092 

boutons (left), V1 L4 neurons (middle) and V1 L2/3 neurons (right) in control mice. Linear 1093 

mixed-effects models. Boutons vs. L4 neurons: F = 2.37, p = 0.16, boutons vs. L2/3 neurons: 1094 

F = 10.96, p = 0.004, L4 vs. L2/3 neurons: F = 0.06, p = 0.80, binocular vs. contra-only 1095 

boutons: F = 7.94, p = 0.004, binocular vs. ipsi-only boutons: F = 1.98, p = 0.15, contra-only 1096 

vs. ipsi-only boutons: F = 2.29, p = 0.12, binocular vs. contra-only L4 neurons: F = 11.83, p = 1097 

0.0006, binocular vs. ipsi-only L4 neurons: F = 0.001, p = 0.96, contra-only vs. ipsi-only L4 1098 

neurons: F = 13.46, p = 0.0002, binocular vs. contra-only L2/3 neurons: F = 42.71, p = 9 x 10-1099 
11, binocular vs. ipsi-only L2/3 neurons: F = 1.54, p = 0.21, contra-only vs. ipsi-only L2/3 1100 

neurons: F = 38.33, p = 9 x 10-10. E, Mean peak SF (± SEM) of binocular, contra-only and ipsi-1101 

only dLGN boutons and V1 L4, L2/3 neurons in MD mice (same convention as D). Linear 1102 

mixed-effects models. Boutons vs. L4 neurons: F = 4.26, p = 0.05, boutons vs. L2/3 neurons: 1103 

F = 130.63, p = 3 x 10-10, L4 vs. L2/3 neurons: F = 58.09, p = 1 x10-6, binocular vs. contra-1104 

only boutons: F = 24.37, p = 8 x 10-7, binocular vs. ipsi-only boutons: F = 8.61, p = 0.003, 1105 

contra-only vs. ipsi-only boutons: F = 4.90, p = 0.02, binocular vs. contra-only L4 neurons: F = 1106 

3.91, p = 0.04, binocular vs. ipsi-only L4 neurons: F = 0.50, p = 0.47, contra-only vs. ipsi-only 1107 

L4 neurons: F = 24.67, p = 9 x 10-7, binocular vs. contra-only L2/3 neurons: F = 40.21, p = 3 x 1108 

10-10, binocular vs. ipsi-only L2/3 neurons: F = 3.37, p = 0.06, contra-only vs. ipsi-only L2/3 1109 

neurons: F = 52.40, p = 8 x 10-13. F, Violin and overlaid box plots of SF tuning bandwidth in 1110 

binocular, contra-only, ipsi-only dLGN boutons (left), V1 L4 neurons (middle) and V1 L2/3 1111 

neurons (right) in control vs. MD mice. Linear mixed-effects models. Boutons: effect of MD: F 1112 

= 2.65, p = 0.12, effect of eye group: F = 4.42, p = 0.01. Post-hoc tests, binocular vs. contra-1113 

only: F = 4.09, p = 0.04, binocular vs. ipsi-only: F = 7.49, p = 0.006, contra-only vs. ipsi-only: 1114 

F = 4.02, p = 0.04. V1 L4 neurons: effect of MD: F = 1.04, p = 0.30, effect of eye group: F = 1115 

0.72, p = 0.48. V1 L2/3 neurons: effect of MD: F = 0.54, p = 0.47, effect of eye group: F = 1116 

0.42, p = 0.65. In box plots, the central mark indicates the median and the bottom and top 1117 

edges indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. All panels: n = 2866 boutons in 5 1118 
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control mice, 3503 boutons in 6 MD mice; 572 L4 neurons in 3 control mice, 565 L4 neurons 1119 

in 2 MD mice; 1051 L2/3 neurons in 9 control mice, 1355 L2/3 neurons in 6 MD mice. ns p > 1120 

0.1, †p < 0.1, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 1121 

 1122 

Figure 6. In V1 L2/3 neurons, long-term critical-period MD leads to reductions in 1123 

binocularity and spatial acuity.  1124 

A, Ocular dominance index histogram of V1 L2/3 neurons in control vs. MD mice (mean ± 1125 

SEM per field, n = 10 fields in 9 control mice, 15 fields in 6 MD mice). B, Percentage of 1126 

visually responsive V1 L2/3 excitatory neurons that are ipsi-only, binocular, contra-only per 1127 

field in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM per field). Linear mixed-effects model, effect of MD 1128 

for ipsi-only: F = 0.78, p = 0.38, binocular: F = 8.09, p = 0.008, contra-only: F = 1.09, p = 1129 

0.30). C, Ipsi-only, binocular, contra-only fractions of visually responsive V1 L2/3 neurons in 1130 

control vs. MD mice (χ2(2) = 17.42, p = 0.0001). D, Cumulative distribution of ODI values from 1131 

V1 L2/3 neurons in control vs. MD mice (-1 ODI: ipsi-only, +1: contra-only; Kolmogorov-1132 

Smirnov test, p = 0.01). E, Violin and overlaid box plots of response amplitude Rpref of 1133 

binocular and monocular V1 L2/3 neurons in control vs. MD mice. Linear mixed-effects model, 1134 

effect of MD: F = 1.30, p = 0.27, binocular vs. monocular: F = 59.43, p = 1 x 10-14). In box 1135 

plots, central mark indicates the median, bottom / top edges indicate 25th / 75th percentiles. F, 1136 

Mean probability distribution of peak SF in binocular (top) and monocular (bottom) V1 L2/3 1137 

neurons’ contralateral- (left) and ipsilateral-eye (right) responses (mean ± SEM of by-animal 1138 

values). Note a leftward shift of SF distribution curves in MD mice compared to controls. 1139 

Mean values were fitted with a local regression smoothing function. G, Mean peak SF of V1 1140 

L2/3 neurons in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM of by-animal values). 3-way ANOVA, effect 1141 

of MD: F = 10.03, p = 0.002, binocular vs. monocular: F = 6.53, p = 0.01, contra vs. ipsi: F = 1142 

39.82, p = 6 x 10-8. Post-hoc tests, effect of MD in binocular-contra: p = 0.01, binocular-ipsi: p 1143 

= 0.45, monocular-contra: p = 0.01, monocular-ipsi: p = 0.14. H, Percentage of V1 L2/3 1144 

neurons with peak SF of 0.48 – 0.96 cpd (“High-SF neurons”; mean ± SEM of by-animal 1145 

values). 3-way ANOVA, effect of MD: F = 20.79, p = 3 x 10-5, binocular vs. monocular: F = 1146 

7.21, p = 0.009, contra vs. ipsi: F = 57.40, p = 5 x 10-10. Post-hoc tests, effect of MD in 1147 

binocular-contra: p = 0.005, binocular-ipsi: p = 0.15, monocular-contra: p = 0.009, monocular-1148 
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ipsi: p = 0.01. A-H, n = 1051 neurons in 9 control mice, 1355 neurons in 6 MD mice. I-K, The 1149 

decrease in binocular fraction and acuity deficits following critical-period MD (C, G-H) are 1150 

shown using a more liberal statistical criterion (P < 0.05) in determining visual responsiveness 1151 

than the typical criterion used in this study (P < 0.01; see Materials and Methods). I, Same 1152 

convention as C. χ2(2) = 10.95, p = 0.004; 37% vs. 31% binocular (control vs. MD). J, Same 1153 

convention as G. 3-way ANOVA, effect of MD: F = 7.48, p = 0.008, binocular vs. monocular: F 1154 

= 8.03, p = 0.006, contra vs. ipsi: F = 21.03, p = 2 x 10-5. Post-hoc tests, effect of MD in 1155 

binocular-contra: p = 0.02, binocular-ipsi: p = 0.08, monocular-contra: p = 0.11, monocular-1156 

ipsi: p = 0.55). K, Same convention as H. 3-way ANOVA, effect of MD: F = 10.50, p = 0.002, 1157 

binocular vs. monocular: F = 7.87, p = 0.007, contra vs. ipsi: F = 25.75, p = 5 x 10-6. Post-hoc 1158 

tests, effect of MD in binocular-contra: p = 0.04, binocular-ipsi: p = 0.01, monocular-contra: p 1159 

= 0.05, monocular-ipsi: p = 0.44. I-K, n = 1332 neurons in 9 control mice, 1881 neurons in 6 1160 

MD mice. ns p > 0.1, †p < 0.1, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 1161 

 1162 

Figure 7. In V1 L4 neurons, long-term critical-period MD leads to reduced binocularity 1163 

but preserved spatial acuity. 1164 

A, Example fields of view (summed  projection) of bV1 L4 neurons, color-coded according to 1165 

peak SF of neuron during contralateral- and ipsilateral-eye visual stimulation in control vs. MD 1166 

mice (scale bar 100 μm). B, Ocular dominance index histogram of V1 L4 neurons in control 1167 

vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM per field, n = 10 fields in 3 control mice, 10 fields in 2 MD mice). C, 1168 

Percentage of visually responsive V1 L4 excitatory neurons that are ipsi-only, binocular, 1169 

contra-only per field in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM per field). Control, ipsi-only: 32.5 ± 1170 

3.3 %, binocular: 7.1 ± 1.7 %, contra-only: 60.4 ± 3.4 %. MD, ipsi-only: 36.1 ± 2.9 %, 1171 

binocular: 3.6 ± 0.8 %, contra-only: 60.2 ± 2.4 %. Linear mixed-effects model, effect of MD for 1172 

ipsi-only: F = 0.75, p = 0.39, binocular: F = 3.67, p = 0.06, contra-only: F = 0.002, p = 0.96. D, 1173 

Ipsi-only, binocular, contra-only fractions of visually responsive V1 L4 neurons in control vs. 1174 

MD mice (χ2(2) = 14.57, p = 0.0006). E, Violin and overlaid box plots of response amplitude 1175 

Rpref of binocular and monocular V1 L4 neurons in control vs. MD mice. Linear mixed-effects 1176 

model, effect of MD: F = 0.08, p = 0.78, binocular vs. monocular: F = 2.41, p = 0.12. In box 1177 

plots, central mark indicates the median, bottom / top edges indicate 25th / 75th percentiles. F, 1178 
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Mean probability distribution of peak SF in binocular (top) and monocular (bottom) V1 L4 1179 

neurons’ contralateral- (left) and ipsilateral-eye (right) responses (mean ± SEM of by-field 1180 

values). Mean values were fitted with a local regression smoothing function. G, Mean peak 1181 

SF of V1 L4 neurons in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM of by-field values). Linear mixed-1182 

effects model, effect of MD: F = 0.70, p = 0.53, binocular vs. monocular: F = 2.30, p = 0.13, 1183 

contra vs. ipsi: F = 16.41, p = 0.0001. H, Percentage of V1 L4 neurons with peak SF of 0.48 – 1184 

0.96 cpd (“High-SF neurons”; mean ± SEM of by-field values). Linear mixed-effect model, 1185 

effect of MD: F = 1.48, p = 0.22, binocular vs. monocular: F = 9.19, p = 0.003, contra vs. ipsi: 1186 

F = 14.60, p = 0.0002). B-H, n = 572 neurons in 3 control mice, 565 neurons in 2 MD mice. I-1187 

K, The decrease in binocular fraction and the lack of acuity deficits following critical-period 1188 

MD (D, G-H) are shown using a more liberal statistical criterion (P < 0.05) in determining 1189 

visual responsiveness than the typical criterion used in this study (P < 0.01; see Materials and 1190 

Methods). I, Same convention as D. χ2(2) = 9.91, p = 0.007; 13% vs. 9% binocular (control vs. 1191 

MD). J, Same convention as G. Linear mixed-effects model, effect of MD: F = 1.42, p = 0.31, 1192 

binocular vs. monocular: F = 1.33, p = 0.25, contra vs. ipsi: F = 15.67, p = 0.0001. K, Same 1193 

convention as H. Linear mixed-effect model, effect of MD: F = 5.43, p = 0.02, binocular vs. 1194 

monocular: F = 0.75, p = 0.38, contra vs. ipsi: F = 10.84, p = 0.001. I-K, n = 1080 neurons in 3 1195 

control mice, 1163 neurons in 2 MD mice. ns p > 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. 1196 

 1197 

Figure 8. Binocular mismatch in thalamocortical boutons following long-term critical-1198 

period MD.  1199 

A, Example tuning curves of binocular boutons in control (top row) and MD (bottom row) mice 1200 

(3 examples each). Each pair of plots show SF (left) and orientation tuning (right) at SF 1201 

indicated with arrowheads of a binocular bouton shown in inset (scale bar 2 μm). Purple: 1202 

contralateral-eye trials; orange: ipsilateral-eye trials; solid: mean response amplitudes; dotted: 1203 

fitted curves based on mean values. Fits omitted if curve-fitting failed to merge. B, Scatter plot 1204 

of response amplitudes of binocular dLGN boutons to preferred stimuli (Rpref) during contra- 1205 

(y-axis) vs. ipsi-eye (x-axis) viewing. Black crosses indicate mean values. C, Ocular 1206 

dominance distribution of binocular boutons (mean ± SEM per field, n = 17 fields in 5 control 1207 

mice, 20 fields in 6 MD mice). D, Violin and overlaid box plots of ocular dominance index 1208 
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values of binocular boutons in control vs. MD mice (t-test: p = 0.01). In box plots, central mark 1209 

indicates the median, bottom / top edges indicate 25th / 75th percentiles. E, Proportion plots of 1210 

contra- vs. ipsi-eye peak SF of binocular boutons in control vs. MD mice. Unity (dotted line) 1211 

represents perfect match. F, Violin and overlaid box plots of interocular difference in peak SF 1212 

(contra – ipsi, in octaves) for binocular boutons (Wilcoxon rank sum test: p = 0.0008). G, 1213 

Fractions of SF-Matched, Contra-Acute (peak SF is greater in contra-eye response) or Ipsi-1214 

Acute (peak SF is greater in ipsi-eye response) binocular boutons in control vs. MD mice 1215 

(Chi-squared test: χ2(2) = 20.75, p = 3 x 10-5). H, Rain cloud plots showing distributions of 1216 

preferred direction in orientation- or direction-selective (OS/DS) binocular boutons in control 1217 

vs. MD mice. I, Scatter plots of preferred orientation of binocular boutons during contra- vs. 1218 

ipsi-eye viewing in control vs. MD mice. J, Violin and overlaid box plots of interocular 1219 

difference in preferred orientation for binocular boutons in control vs. MD mice (Wilcoxon rank 1220 

sum test: p = 0.0003). B-G, n = 171 binocular boutons in 5 control mice, 90 binocular boutons 1221 

in 6 MD mice. H-J, n = 74 (control) and 48 (MD) OS/DS binocular boutons. *p < 0.05, ***p < 1222 

0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 1223 

 1224 

Figure 9. Comparison of orientation/direction tuning properties of dLGN boutons vs. 1225 

V1 L2/3 neurons. 1226 

A-B, Control data only. A, Raincloud plots showing distributions of gOSI values in binocular, 1227 

contra-only and ipsi-only boutons (left) and V1 L2/3 neurons (right). Note that V1 L2/3 1228 

neurons are more orientation-selective than dLGN boutons. Linear mixed-effects models. 1229 

Boutons vs. L2/3 neurons: F = 10.85, p = 2 x 10-5, Boutons: binocular vs. contra-only: F = 1230 

2.98, p = 0.08, binocular vs. ipsi-only: F = 44.28, p = 7 x 10-11, contra-only vs. ipsi-only: F = 1231 

15.25, p = 9 x 10-5. V1 L2/3 neurons: binocular vs. contra-only: F = 23.98, p = 1 x 10-6, 1232 

binocular vs. ipsi-only: F = 9.91, p = 0.001, contra-only vs. ipsi-only: F = 1.41, p = 0.23. B,  1233 

Distributions of gDSI values in binocular, contra-only and ipsi-only boutons and V1 L2/3 1234 

neurons (same convention as A). Note that dLGN boutons are more direction-selective than 1235 

V1 L2/3 neurons. Linear mixed-effects models. Boutons vs. L2/3 neurons: F = 15.90, p = 1 x 1236 

10-7, Boutons: binocular vs. contra-only: F = 0.12, p = 0.72, binocular vs. ipsi-only: F = 8.23, p 1237 

= 0.004, contra-only vs. ipsi-only: F = 34.46, p = 5 x 10-9. V1 L2/3 neurons: binocular vs. 1238 
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contra-only: F = 23.53, p = 1 x 10-6, binocular vs. ipsi-only: F = 6.42, p = 0.01, contra-only vs. 1239 

ipsi-only: F = 1.31, p = 0.25. C, Violin and overlaid box plots of gOSI in dLGN boutons (left) 1240 

and V1 neurons (right) in control vs. MD mice. Linear mixed-effects models. Boutons: effect of 1241 

MD: F = 1.01, p = 0.33, binocular vs. contra-only: F = 1.96, p = 0.16, binocular vs. ipsi-only: F 1242 

= 41.71, p = 1 x 10-10, contra-only vs. ipsi-only: F = 43.59, p = 4 x 10-11. V1 L2/3 neurons: 1243 

effect of MD: F = 0.95, p = 0.34, binocular vs. contra-only: F = 32.54, p = 1 x 10-8, binocular 1244 

vs. ipsi-only: F = 11.44, p = 0.0007, contra-only vs. ipsi-only: F = 2.81, p = 0.09. D, Violin and 1245 

overlaid box plots of gDSI in dLGN boutons (left) and V1 neurons (right) in control vs. MD 1246 

mice. Linear mixed-effects models. Boutons: effect of MD: F = 1.37, p = 0.26, binocular vs. 1247 

contra-only: F = 0.0009, p = 0.97, binocular vs. ipsi-only: F = 11.38, p = 0.0007, contra-only 1248 

vs. ipsi-only: F = 44.76, p = 2 x 10-11. V1 L2/3 neurons: effect of MD: F = 1.03, p = 0.32, 1249 

binocular vs. contra-only: F = 50.41, p = 1 x 10-12, binocular vs. ipsi-only: F = 3.38, p = 0.06, 1250 

contra-only vs. ipsi-only: F = 14.25, p = 0.0001. In box plots, the central mark indicates the 1251 

median and the bottom and top edges indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. All 1252 

panels: n = 2866 boutons in 5 control mice, 3503 boutons in 6 MD mice; 1051 V1 L2/3 1253 

neurons in 9 control mice, 1355 L2/3 neurons in 6 MD mice. ns p > 0.1, †p < 0.1, *p < 0.05, **p 1254 

< 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 1255 

 1256 

Figure 10. Long-term critical-period MD impairs binocular facilitation of thalamocortical 1257 

boutons.  1258 

A, Illustration of three modes of binocular modulation of visual responses: ‘both only’, 1259 

‘remaining responsive’, and ‘suppressed’ (broken lines indicate noise floor). B, Example fields 1260 

of view (summed projection) of dLGN boutons imaged in bV1, color-coded according to eye 1261 

group including both-only in control vs. MD mice (scale bar 10 μm). C, Example Ca2+ signals 1262 

in a binocular (top), contra-only and ipsi-only (middle), both-only (bottom) boutons in response 1263 

to drifting gratings presented to contra-eye, ipsi-eye and both eyes (black: mean trace, gray: 1264 

mean ± SEM of 8 repeats, colored bars: time of stimulus presentation, bouton image scale 1265 

bar 2 μm). Responses to 8 orientations at peak SF are shown. D, Fractions of dLGN boutons 1266 

according to mode of binocular modulation in control vs. MD mice (χ2(2) = 119.40, p = 2 x 10-1267 
16). E, Percentage of boutons that are both-only, remaining responsive, suppressed per field 1268 
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in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM per field). Control, both-only: 29.6 ± 1.6 %, remaining 1269 

responsive: 15.8 ± 3.4 %, suppressed: 54.5 ± 4.1 %. MD, both-only: 33.9 ± 1.8 %, remaining 1270 

responsive: 5.6 ± 1.5 %, suppressed: 60.4 ± 2.3 %. T-tests, effect of MD for both-only: p = 1271 

0.10, remaining responsive: p = 0.01, suppressed: p = 0.22; n = 12 fields in 5 control mice, 9 1272 

fields in 5 MD mice. F, Fractions of visually responsive dLGN boutons according to eye group 1273 

in control vs. MD mice (χ2(3) = 57.23, p = 2 x 10-12). G, Percentages of boutons in each eye 1274 

group (ipsi-only, binocular, contra-only, both-only) in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM per 1275 

field). T-tests, effect of MD for ipsi-only: p = 0.32, binocular: p = 0.02, contra-only: p = 0.10, 1276 

both-only: p = 0.10. H, Response amplitude Rpref of boutons under different viewing conditions 1277 

(mean ± SEM of all sample). Linear mixed-effects models. Control: contra-eye vs. both-eye 1278 

viewing in binocular boutons: F = 17.07, p = 5 x 10-5, monocular vs. both-eye viewing in 1279 

contra-only boutons: F = 79.16, p = 2 x 10-16, in ipsi-only boutons: F = 53.39, p = 7 x 10-13, 1280 

MD: contra-eye vs. both-eye viewing in binocular boutons: F = 0.003, p = 0.96, monocular vs. 1281 

both-eye viewing in contra-only boutons: F = 77.93, p = 2 x 10-16, in ipsi-only boutons: F = 1282 

75.43, p = 2 x 10-16. Numbers inside bars indicate numbers of boutons. I, Violin and overlaid 1283 

box plots of response amplitude Rpref of boutons during contra-eye, ipsi-eye and both-eye 1284 

viewing conditions, normalized to contra-eye viewing median values (medians indicated by 1285 

numbers below violin plots). Linear mixed-effects models, contra-eye vs. both-eye viewing in 1286 

controls: F = 4.59, p = 0.03, in MD mice: F = 1.06, p = 0.30. In box plots, central mark 1287 

indicates the median, bottom / top edges indicate 25th / 75th percentiles. D-I, n = 2784 boutons 1288 

in 5 control mice, 2443 boutons in 5 MD mice. ns p > 0.05, *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 1289 

0.0001. 1290 

 1291 

Figure 11. Long-term MD-induced impairment of binocular modulation affects binocular 1292 

and monocular thalamocortical boutons.  1293 

A-B, Normalized Ca2+ signals from two example dLGN boutons from control (A) and MD (B) 1294 

mice. Binocular dLGN boutons (left) and contra-only monocular boutons (right), their 1295 

respective bouton images and orientation tuning curves. Traces are in response to drifting 1296 

gratings presented to contra-eye, ipsi-eye and both eyes (black: mean trace, gray: mean ± 1297 

SEM of 8 repeats, colored bars: time of stimulus presentation, bouton image scale bar 2 μm). 1298 
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Numbers above tuning curves indicate binocular modulation values (binocular Rpref / 1299 

dominant-eye monocular Rpref). C, Binocular, contra-only and ipsi-only dLGN boutons are 1300 

shown rank-ordered according to binocular modulation. Note both binocular facilitation and 1301 

suppression exist in control (left) and MD (right) mice. D, Binocular modulation of visual 1302 

responses for binocular, contra-only, ipsi-only boutons in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM of 1303 

all sample; numbers inside bars indicate number of boutons; t-tests against 1 for binocular 1304 

control: p = 0.08, contra-only control: p = 2 x 10-8, ipsi-only control: p = 0.002, binocular MD: p 1305 

= 0.18, contra-only MD: p = 0.34, ipsi-only MD: p = 0.07; t-tests between control vs. MD for 1306 

binocular: p = 0.03, contra-only: p = 0.002, ipsi-only: p = 0.16). E, Scatter plots and linear 1307 

regression of binocular modulation as a function of dominant-eye monocular Rpref for 1308 

binocular, contra-only, ipsi-only boutons in control (gray) and MD (red) mice. F, Scatter plots 1309 

and linear regression of binocular modulation as a function of absolute ocular dominance for 1310 

binocular boutons in control (gray) and MD (red) mice. C-F, Broken lines denote no binocular 1311 

modulation. E-F, Numbers on top right indicate estimated slope (symbols indicate p values). 1312 

Solid colored lines are linear regression fits (gray: control, red: MD). C-F, n = 496 boutons in 5 1313 

control mice, 186 boutons in 4 MD mice. ns p > 0.1, †p < 0.1, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 1314 

0.001, ****p < 0.0001. 1315 

 1316 

Figure 12. No evident structural loss of thalamocortical connectivity following long-1317 

term critical-period MD.  1318 

A, Heatmaps showing spatial distribution of dLGN neurons labeled following GCaMP6s virus 1319 

injection in control (left) and MD (right) mice. Of ten mice included in this dataset, six were 1320 

part of functional dataset obtained using in vivo two-photon calcium imaging. Heatmaps are 1321 

based on summed cell counts across all sections and mice. B, Left: example fluorescence 1322 

images (max projection of confocal z-stacks) of V1 coronal sections showing dLGN axon 1323 

labeling in control and MD mice (scale bar 100 μm). Sections were immunostained for GFP. 1324 

Right: semi-automatically traced axons in L1-2/3 in control and MD mice (scale bar 50 μm). 1325 

Images in B are from the same mice shown in Fig. 3A. C, Number of dLGN neurons labeled 1326 

in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM, by animal; t-test: p = 0.19). D, Mean fluorescence 1327 

intensity of labeling in V1 sections from control vs. MD mice, shown for all layers, L2/3 only 1328 
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and L4 only (mean ± SEM by animal; 2-way ANOVA, effect of MD: F = 1.95, p = 0.18, effect of 1329 

layer: F = 31.14, p = 2 x 10-7). E, Traced axon length per volume (μm per μm3) across binned 1330 

cortical depths in V1 L1-2/3 in control vs. MD mice (mean ± SEM by section; linear mixed-1331 

effects model, effect of MD: F = 0.04, p = 0.84, effect of cortical depth: F = 65.64, p = 8 x 10-1332 
13). F, Violin and overlaid box plots showing distribution of traced axon radius in V1 L1-2/3 in 1333 

control vs. MD mice (linear mixed-effects model, effect of MD: F = 0.35, p = 0.57). In box 1334 

plots, the central mark indicates the median and the bottom and top edges indicate the 25th 1335 

and 75th percentiles, respectively. All panels, n = 5 control and 5 MD mice, 3 sections per 1336 

animal. 1337 

 1338 

Figure 13. Schematic model of abnormal binocular integration in mouse dLGN 1339 

following long-term critical-period monocular deprivation (MD). 1340 

Summary of main findings. In normal mice, binocular dLGN neurons relay binocularly 1341 

matched visual inputs to V1. Monocular inputs sum to give rise to larger responses during 1342 

binocular viewing (binocular facilitation, indicated by ‘+b’ and binocular modulation values of > 1343 

1). Monocular dLGN neurons also display binocular facilitation because the input from the 1344 

non-dominant eye, albeit subthreshold, acts in synergy with the dominant-eye input. In MD 1345 

mice, the percentage of binocular dLGN neurons is reduced and surviving binocular neurons 1346 

relay mismatched visual information to V1. MD mice lack binocular facilitation of binocular and 1347 

monocular dLGN neurons, potentially due to the mismatch in supra- and subthreshold visual 1348 

inputs. In the case of binocular neurons, binocular viewing leads to even lower activity levels 1349 

compared to monocular viewing through the dominant eye (binocular suppression, indicated 1350 

by ‘-b’ and binocular modulation values < 1). For simplicity, the model does not depict other 1351 

modes of binocular modulation such as binocular activation and complete suppression (‘both 1352 

only’ and ‘suppressed’ in Fig. 10). 1353 

 1354 

Movie 1. In vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging of dLGN axons in V1. 1355 

The movie shows visually evoked activity of V1 projecting axons from dLGN neurons, 1356 

visualized using GCaMP6s. The recording shown is from L2/3 of binocular V1 in a control 1357 

mouse. During the recording, the mouse was awake, viewing a series of drifting gratings with 1358 
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various spatial frequencies and orientations. The field of view corresponds to the example 1359 

field shown in Fig. 1E-F. Note that the axon coursing through the center of the field displayed 1360 

significant visual responses to both eyes (i.e., binocular). 1361 

 1362 




























